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From: Raj Anand
To: internet:gzinke~entergy.com
Date: 07/26/2005 8:10OAM
Subject: Grand Gulf ESP open item 2.5-3

George,
Attached here is the summary of the independent evaluation done by the USGS to verify the impact to the
hazard at the Grand Gulf ESP site due to the absence of the SRSZ in the hazard deaggregation. I am
puting this document in ADAMS, publically available.

Pi. let me know when we should receive a reponse/resolution on this isuue.

Thanks for arranging the teleconference this morning, which did push forward an important issue facing
not just Grand Gulf application, but possibly many future hazard calculations too.
Thanks again,
Raj

CC: CC: Goutam Bagchi; Kamal Manoly; Yong Li
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Case Study of Alternate treatments of PA=0.5 Source Hazard
by Steve Harmsen, USGS, for NRC

Introduction

DSER open item 2.5-3, on why the Saline River Source Zone (SRSZ) does not make a
visible contribution to the applicant's deaggregated seismic hazard for the Grand Gulf
site, resulted in a response from the consultant who prepared the PSHA
deaggregations. His verbal response is, in essence, that a PA=0.5 source will not
contribute to a (magnitude, distance) or (M,D) bin if there are no other non-zero sources
in that bin. This is because a PA=0.5 source will appear on only half of the logic-tree
branches, and all other branches will have an identically zero hazard curve associated
with that (M,D) bin if M>Mmax. The consultant further claimed that this approach is the
state of the practice - the way things are intended to be done. However, the author
believes that there is no reason for 'creating' identically zero hazard curves for non-
sources in a bin, and that an alternate treatment for estimating median and other
fractiles within a (M,D) bin is preferred. In this alternate treatment, only sources with
identified rates, magnitudes, and distances may contribute hazard curves. Non-sources,
for example, those that might have magnitude greater than an EPRI/SOG Mmax, simply
have no hazard curves in any (M,D) bin in which M>Mmax. This alternate treatment
yields different median estimates of hazard conditioned on magnitude and distance.
This topic is explored below in a case study for the Grand Gulf site.

Background

The USGS prepared an independent analysis of seismic hazard for the Grand Gulf site.
In that analysis, the USGS deaggregated the source contributions using the source and
attenuation models of the 2002 update of the USGS PSHA, and submitted this report to
the NRC. In this work we followed the "state of practice" as discussed above, that is, we
assigned identically-zero hazard curves to "non-sources." Whether this is the standard
approach, as claimed by the applicant's consultant, we cannot say. We did not question
that approach at the time we performed the analysis and submitted the report.

In order to better understand the modifications to the model and the new things that
were done in this case study, it is helpful to look at the sources of hazard in the original
USGS model. Figure 1 below shows the high-frequency deaggregation (5 and 1 0 hz) for
sources that contribute to hazard at the Grand Gulf site at two probabilities of
exceedance, 10-4 and 10-5, according to the 2002 USGS model. The top graph in red
shows the 1 0-5 PE deaggregation and the bottom graph in turquoise shows the 1 0 - PE
deaggregation. For the high-frequency combination, the mean 10,5 PE motion is 578
cm/s2 in this model. Many sources in the distance range 150 to 200 km contribute to the
hazard and many sources in the magnitude range 6 to 7 contribute to the hazard. These
are from general background sources with a Gutenberg-Richter magnitude distribution
and a Mmax in the continental margin and rif ted region (which includes much of the
Mississippi river and environs) of 7.5, and a Mmax: of 7.0 in the stable craton. These
Mmax values are much higher than the EPRI/SOG Mmax estimates. Those estimates
are typically in the low-five to high-five range with a few exceptions (about 20% of
EPRI/SOG source models have Mmax > 6 in the region that includes SRSZ).

New Modeling Considerations
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Because this study is going to show the effect of alternate treatments of PA=0.5 SRSZ
source contributions, as they might impact the deaggregations and controlling
earthquakes that were derived in the license renewal application, it necessary to reduce
Mmax for background sources in this case study, to approximately correspond to the
EPRI/SOG distribution. For the revised model, the potential SRSZ contribution to
deaggregated hazard may be seen more clearly. Table 1 below shows the "test Mmax
distribution" that I used for this study. In general Mmax is now in the mid-to-high-five and
sometimes low-to-mid-six level, indicating a strong reduction in the likelihood of
moderate to large sources for these epistemic alternate models. These models do not
represent a USGS "position" on the issue, only a hypothetical set of Mmax needed to
give a clear demonstration of impact of alternate treatments of the PA=0.5 source
contribution.
Figure 1 below.
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Table 1. Revised Mmax Model for Case Study . These are body-wave magnitudes, mb.

| Craton | Margin/Rifted zone | Branch Weight
Alternate A 5.9 6.1 0.4
Alternate B 5.7 5.9 I 0.4
Alternate C 6.2 6.4 0.2

In the USGS analysis, we treat these Mmax values as central estimates of a distribution
that has lower-probability tails at Mmax ± 0.2. Thus, in the margin/rif ted zones, there are
low but finite probabilities of Mmax 5.7 and 6.6. Clearly there are no branches with
Mmax greater than 6.6. Basically the Table 1 distribution exhibits a body-wave Mmax>6
likelihood of about 0.2 in the craton. This table's distribution is similar but not identical to
that of EPRI/SOG. When converting to moment magnitude, the 6.1 magnitude can be
5.7 to 5.8. There may be slightly greater than 0.2 weight associated with moment
magnitude Mmax > 6 in this table.

I ran a 200-branch logic tree analysis substituting the above Mmax models for the
USGS model, but otherwise leaving the USGS source and attenuation model
untouched. This is the "base-case" in the rest of the discussion, i.e., the model without
the SRSZ source. The deaggregations of its sources will always be shown in the lower,
yellow graphs in the figures that follow.

I note here that the SRSZ source was not present in the original USGS analysis
provided to NRC. I had to put together a SRSZ model, and I built this model to closely
resemble the applicant's model, but simplified. This case-study's logic tree for SRSZ
source uncertainty is shown in table 2 below. The features that are the same as the
applicant's model are (1) PA=0.5, (2) Paleoliquefaction branches are given 0.6 weight,
(3) paleoliquefaction recurrence models are the same and are given the same weights
as those of the applicant's model, (4) slip-rate branches are given 0.4 weight, and (5)
source-to-site distance is the same (nearest distance 175 km approximately). The
differences are (1) only characteristic models are considered here, and (2) only one
branch, representing an average recurrence, is present for the slip-rate based
alternatives. Thus the 18 end branches of figure 2.5-46 (SRSZ logic tree) reduce to 12
branches here. These simplifications are believed to yield a range of SRSZ source
recurrence and magnitude that captures most of the current understanding of these
uncertainties. SRSZ is basically treated the same way here as the applicant treats it,
and no important conclusions are based on subtle modeling differences (simplifications).
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Table 2. SRSZ branches for source uncertainty used in this case study.
Magnitude (M) Geological Recurrence (years) Number of

approach branches and
relative f req.

M6.0 Paleoliquefaction 390 4, 0.02
M6.0 Paleol. 1725 7,.035
M6.0 Paleol. 3500 7, .035
M6.0 Slip-rate 2000 (average) 12, .06
M6.5 Paleol. 390 8, .04
M6.5 Paleol. 1725 14,.07
M6.5 Paleol. 3500 14, .07
M6.5 Slip-rate 5000 (average) 24, 0.12
M7.0 Paleol. 390 1, .005
M7.0 Paleol. 1725 3, .015
M7.0 Paleol. 3500 2, .01
M7.0 Slip-rate 20,000 (average) 4, 0.02
Source not present xxx xxx 100, 0.5

In table 2 the number of M7 branches is 10, for a frequency of 10/200, or 0.05, exactly
that of the applicant's characterization of the M7 magnitude for SRSZ (given the
characteristic-source simplification performed here). The other magnitudes also have
the same relative frequency as they have in the applicant's model. In this and previous
USGS studies moment magnitude is converted to mb using either Johnston's or Boore
and Atkinson's conversion formulas. The choice between these is a random variable
with equal probability or weight assigned to each.

We have now assembled the equipment for doing the case study. The basic comparison
is between estimated medians when non-sources are assigned identically zero hazard
curves and when non-sources are simply omitted from the analysis. For brevity I just
show the results for the 1 0-5 PE and for the high-frequency combination, 5 and 10 hz.
The analysis was done for the entire model, six frequencies, and the low- and high-
frequency combinations, but we can only show so much given the limited scope (8 hours
employee time) of this study. Other comparisons were performed but are not shown, for
example, for medians that result from different splicing rules of the SRSZ to background
source models.

Results

The deaggregated results are shown using body-wave magnitude as the magnitude
variable. This seems to be a RG1.165 recommendation; however, a clearer analysis
would have resulted if moment magnitude had been used in the figures below. Because
of magnitude conversions, the relative moment-magnitude frequencies in table 2 may
not remain after conversion to body-wave magnitude.

Figure 2 below shows two deaggregations. The top graph shows the deaggregation for
the Grand Gulf site when the SRSZ is present, and the bottom graph shows the
deaggregation for the Grand Gulf site when the SRSZ is absent (the base case). In both
cases, the non-source in any given logic-tree (M,D) bin is assigned an identically zero
hazard curve (the old way of doing business). The high-frequency spectral accelerations
are 406 cm/s2 and 392.4 cm/s2 , respectively, showing a significant drop compared to the
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original USGS estimate, 578 cm/s2 resulting from models that assume higher Mmax.
Note that there is only a small impact of the SRSZ sources on the mean-hazard
estimate (a few percent) for the two cases shown in Figure 2. Note that contributions
from mb 6 and greater in Figure 2 are essentially absent (c.f., figure 1) because (a)
Mmax is now very low, and (b) PA=0.5 for SRSZ, so that the median hazard curve
required by RG1.165 is lower than the curves containing contributions from the M>=6
SRSZ sources. One exception is the New Madrid source, which makes a small
contribution to the high-frequency deaggregation. The NMSZ contribution disappears
from the red deagg. of Figure 1 because in Figure 1, the probabilistic motion is much
higher than in figure 2 and the NMSZ source does not make exceedances of that higher
motion to the median curve at least. In figure 2, the red graph looks about the same as
the yellow graph. This figure captures the essence of RAI 2.5-3, why doesn't SRSZ
appear more evident in the deaggregations? The answer is that when ordering the 200
(M,D) hazard curves in ascending order, 100 zero-hazard curves associated with the
SRSZ 'non-source' and background seismicity with Mmax< 6 or so are put in front of
the 100 SRSZ-source hazard curves.

Figure 2
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Next, we perform the deaggregation of source hazard where a source hazard curve can
only be present in any given (M,D) bin if one or more sources with those (M,D)
properties exist in the PSHA. That is, in any (M,D) bin, the median hazard is only
computed from curves associated with existing sources in the PSHA model. Again, the
mean hazard is the same as in Figure 2, 406 cm/s2 and 392.4 cm/s2, respectively, for
the top (red) and bottom (yellow) models. That is, exactly the same sources are present,
only the assumptions and computer program for analyzing the incoming source data
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and computing medians have changed. The essential change in the code is to omit
identically zero hazard curves from any given (M,D) bin. Such curves come from
computer code matrix initialization to zero (or to a small number like 1 0.10), and do not
come from curves associated with bona-fide sources. A bona-fide source will have a
finite recurrence interval, i.e., a non-zero rate of occurrence, and thus, a non-zero
hazard at zero or near-zero ground motion. In other words, the computer can recognize
a non-source and can remove it from subsequent analysis. I believe this removal-of-
identically-zero-hazard-curves step is necessary and is entirely consistent with RG 1.1 65,
but I understand that alternate opinions exist. Figure 3 shows the first such image of the
deaggregated high-frequency hazard when non-sources (identically zero hazard curves)
are omitted when computing fractiles such as the median of RG1 .165.

Figure 3 below.
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Note in the upper graph (red) of Figure 3 that the modal or most likely source is a local
relatively small source, just as in the lower graph. The SRSZ sources are visible; M6.5 is
more prominent than M6 or M7 source (distance 150-200 km).

An important factor in estimating the bin contributions in Figure 3 above is the relative
frequency of hazard curves in the different bins. In the past, we assumed each bin had
the same frequency of curves and that that frequency equaled that of the complete
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model. Now, however, some bins contain fewer, sometimes far fewer, hazard curves
than the complete model contains. For example, the 100 to 200 km m7 bin, which
includes SRSZ M7 sources, may contain only 10 branches, or a relative frequency of
0.05, associated with this relatively large-magnitude possibility. In this case study, there
are no other m7+ sources in the SRSZ distance range, so we are taking the median of
these 10 branches' hazard curves and multiplying that median by 0.05 to produce the
contribution. (It should be noted that before binning on magnitude, there is a conversion
from M to mb; at M7 according to Boore and Atkinson mb is 7.0 as well. This equivalence
is not expected for other conversions, producing an additional source of uncertainty not
explicitly considered here) When only ranking hazard curves corresponding to modeled
sources to estimate the median hazard in a bin, the contribution from NMSZ sources is
also more visible in Figure 3 than it was in Figure 2 or Figure 1 at PE 10-5.

In order to illustrate the importance of the relative frequency of curves and how it needs
to be accounted for, in Figure 4 1 plot the un-normalized medians in the bottom (pink)
graph versus the-normalized medians in the top graph. The top graph is a repeat of the
top graph of Figure 3. Note that if you neglect to normalize by relative frequency of
curves in a bin, the bin containing the SRSZ M7 actually becomes a modal-source bin. I
believe that the bottom graph does not illustrate a desirable distribution for computing
controlling earthquakes. The relative-frequency factor is not discussed in RG1.165 as
far as I could determine and would need to be added if the above approach were
adopted as a standard. If the one that I propose is a valid factor, it requires some
theoretical justification (not provided here).
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In Figure 3, I lumped the M8 NMSZ source contribution with the M7+ NMSZ source
contributions (i.e., all are assigned into same (M,D) bin). M8 is a low-likelihood possibility
for NMSZ and there are no other M8 (mb about 7.7 according to the Boore and Atkinson
conversion; lower than mb 7.5 according to Johnston conversion) sources at this or other
distance ranges for sites in the CEUS. The fact that there are only a few M8 branches in
the logic tree means that these are automatically assigned or ranked into high fractiles
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when non-sources fill the rest of the branches as identically zero hazard curves, the old
way of doing business. However, when we simply omit non-sources from consideration,
the upresent-and-accounted-for" M8 sources are now among the most likely sources to
produce the ground-motion exceedances. This brings us to Figure 5, where the m7.5
and above have a separate bin (otherwise every element of analysis is same as that for
figure 3 deaggregations). Even for the high-frequency combination, the M8 NMSZ
source is an important source for contributions to the controlling earthquake at Grand
Gulf! The contributions have been normalized for the relative frequency of hazard
curves in each bin.

Figure 5 below.
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While I thought that this analysis would just be looking at effects of SRSZ sources, it
turns out that the alternate treatment of non-sources impacts all parts of the
deaggregation analysis. It should be very clear by now that the new proposal for only
including hazard curves for identified sources can have a significant impact on estimates
of median hazard conditioned on specific magnitude and distance intervals or bins.
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It is instructive to examine the ucontrolling earthquakes" that result from these new-style
deaggregations. Parameters for these controlling earthquakes also change significantly
as we change the treatment of non-sources and the magnitude-bin definition (lump M8
or not with lower-magnitude NMSZ sources). Controlling-earthquake estimates are
summarized in Table 3 below, and a more extensive set is available in the computer
output files associated with these analyses.

Table 3. Controlling earthquake parameters for 5 and 10 hz combination
SRSZ NMSZ M8 Old-style or Mbar (mb) Dbar (km) Motion,
present separate bin new-style cm/s2

No Yes Old 5.5 14.6 392
Yes Yes Old 5.6 16.3 406
No No New 5.6 15.6 392
Yes No New 5.9 26.8 406
No Yes New 5.8 18.9 392
Yes Yes New 6.2 38.5 406

Table 3 indicates some sensitivity to the decision whether to put the New Madrid M8
source into its own (M,D) bin when deaggregating with the new method, in which only
existing-source hazard curves can occupy a bin. In the old method, this decision has no
effect on controlling-earthquake parameter estimation because curves containing the
M8 source cannot contribute to the median hazard curve. When using the new method,
the M8 NMSZ source does contribute significantly to the median hazard, even when this
bin's contribution is reduced by multiplying the median hazard by the relative frequency
of such hazard curves.

Combining new source with old model: sensitivity to branch grafting

In the above discussion I somehow combined 100 of the SRSZ source hazard curves
with 200 already-developed hazard curves, but I did not tell how I did this. If the
estimation of median hazard in any particular (M,D) bin is sensitive to how the grafting is
performed, clearly we need to address the question of how this combining should be
performed or 'optimized." I began to explore this topic but did not pursue it to the level
where I can report on significant variability from my trial tests (for tests run, <1 %
variation in estimated ground motions at PE 10-5). For Figures 2 through 5 above, I did
combine the 20% or so branches which have background source Mmax>=6 (see table
1) with SRSZ sources, all of which have M>=6. This level of compatibility was achieved
for this analysis. In EPRI/SOG there is only one group who claim Mmax might be
greater than 7 in the SRSZ region and I would recommend "grafting" the SRSZ M7
branch hazard curves to these branches to the extent possible.

More fine-tuning with respect to compatibility of branch components might have been
possible. The bottom line is that SRSZ is not independent of previous source
characterizations of the SRSZ region. It is important to keep in mind that a logic-tree
branch is supposed to represent a possible state of nature. The true state is unknown
but is supposed to be somewhere in the sample (in an ideal sense; practically, we only
hope this to be the case). The fact that we are trying to describe nature - in a mean
hazard sense - is what compels us to seek maximum consistency between newly
characterized sources and previously developed logic tree information.
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Discussion

The RG1.1 65 rules for presenting deaggregated source contributions do not in my
opinion go into great detail about how to treat non-sources. I believe there was an
unwritten, implicit understanding by the people who drafted these guidelines that non-
sources would somehow get represented in every (M,D) bin so that every (M,D) bin has
the same number of hazard curves as the complete model has. For example, if the
complete PSHA has N=500 branches, then every M,D bin will have 500 hazard curves,
one corresponding to each branch of the logic tree. Some of these curves "fill" from
information associated with sources in the model, and the remainder are implicitly
assumed to have identically zero hazard curves.

In a picturesque way, we can think of the above understanding as a bubbly froth of
zeros that is omnipresent when the PSHA gets underway. These zeros represent initial
conditions: every (M,D) bin initially has a source with infinite recurrence interval and
therefore identically zero hazard curve. I ask, where did this source come from? Is it not
an audacious statement that we can possibly claim there exists a source with infinite
recurrence interval? Yet we repeatedly make that claim during PSHA deaggregation
analysis by the presumably innocuous step of initializing storage arrays to zero.

The above understanding of RG1.165 implies computer-programming issues. In the
standard way of looking at the problem, we typically define a matrix that will hold N
hazard curves in each dimension of interest (for example, magnitude, distance, spectral
period, and other dimensions). We initialize each of these hazard curves (whose
spectral acceleration is sampled at 20 or 30 points) to zero. We then start filling arrays
as source information is read in and analyzed. Those array elements that are not
touched remain zero. Those that are touched with source information can become non-
zero [although at higher ground motions they can go to zero due to a p plus 3 a
predicted motion cutoff that is assumed valid for the Grand Gulf PSHAs (both consultant
and USGS analysis)].

In the proposed new way of doing business, key arrays are not initialized to zero.
Instead, they can be initialized with a negative number. The negative number is just a
code that means "no source present yet." Then, the first time a source with the (M,D)
characteristics in question is encountered, the hazard curve for that (M,D) bin is set
equal to that source's hazard curve. Then, for all subsequent encounters of that (M,D)
bin with other source hazard curves on that logic-tree branch, those curves are added to
the current array contents. When the N curves are sorted, the first k that are negative
are simply omitted, and the median is computed from the remaining N-k curves. Then
the median curve is multiplied by a participation factor, that is, the relative frequency, (N-
k)/N, of curves in the (M,D) bin. These steps are only slightly more complex than the old
way of doing business.

The above distinction between a bubbly froth of zeros and nothing at all may seem
overly subtle to some. However subtle it may seem, the distinction appears in this
analysis to have significant consequences on the estimation of controlling earthquakes
for seismic-resistant design.

The computation of the controlling earthquake may be too strongly influenced by very
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unlikely sources if the relative frequencies of such unlikely sources are omitted from the
estimation process. It is important information that, for example, only 10 of the 200
curves were used to compute the median in a bin. I have proposed that the median
hazard in each bin should be multiplied by the participation factor (what I believe is
sometimes called a renormalization factor) as they are combined to produce the
controlling earthquake estimate. Computing the estimate with this participation factor
reduces but does not eliminate the influence of PA=0.5 sources on the controlling
earthquake estimation, and the influence of the NMSZ M8 source or other "outlier"
models that are present but considered unlikely in the PSHA.

It is very important to distinguish between a zero hazard at a relatively high ground
motion that results from the ground motion exceeding the attenuation model upper
bound, often set at mu+3 sigma, and an identically zero hazard that people might assign
to the non-source. The applicant claims that this distinction is unimportant, but in so
doing, he is stating that nothing equals zero, and that claim is illogical.

The applicant's suite of attenuation models is from EPRI (2004). For the high-frequency
ground motions that are deaggregated in this report, the set of EPRI medians is
different from the medians that the USGS uses to predict ground motion at the site from
sources 150-200 km away. Just because the USGS analysis shows a significant
contribution from SRSZ sources in Figure 3 does not mean that the applicant would find
a similar contribution. One difference that could have significant impact is that the
applicant considers the region between SRSZ and Grand Gulf to exhibit a higher rate of
seismic attenuation than the CEUS in general exhibits. That is, EPRI has Gulf Coast
region attenuation models whereas the USGS does not make this regional distinction in
its ground-motion prediction equations. Thus, there is a good chance that the applicant
would find little or no contribution to the high-frequency combination deaggregation even
if he were required to perform the deaggregation according to the new method that is
proposed here. Similarly, differences in the low-frequency set of median motion curves
might result in considerably different estimates of the influence of SRSZ sources on the
controlling earthquake for the low-frequency combination, 1 and 2.5 Hz.

Conclusion

The current way of computing controlling earthquakes can almost automatically disallow
sources with PA=0.5 or less from contributing to the result. A primary issue that needs
to be dealt with is, should less than fully sanctioned evidence be used to influence the
estimation of controlling earthquakes, or should such evidence be automatically
"trashed" as it is in current practice? With particular regard for the Saline River source
zone, the quality of the evidence is less than spectacular, but this is in large part the
result of the "youthfulness" of paleoseismology as a tool for assessing seismic hazard. If
and when the tools can be sharpened and evidence for shaking can be better used to
pin down earthquake source location, size, and frequency, PA will inevitably go up or
down from the current PA=0.5. In the meantime, the decision needs to be made whether
to let the SRSZ (or any such PA=0.5) source model have some influence on the design
or controlling earthquake parameters. The above case study shows what I believe is a
natural way to admit this evidence into the controlling-earthquake parameter estimation
process, and brings up many other issues as well. It provides one suggestion about how
the controlling earthquake should be estimated. The suggestion captures the idea that
you do not want to give too much or too little weight to sources which have been
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assigned PA=0.5. However, my suggestion is not meant to restrict others from
proposing alternate schemes for weighing in binned hazard.

Suggestions for further work

The SRSZ is between 150 and 200 km from the Grand Gulf site. Although SRSZ
appears to be a significant contributor to deaggregated hazard in Figure 3, if you weigh
the contribution by some rational scheme, the SRSZ source will not necessarily
contribute much to the controlling earthquake. Determining the best way to combine the
median curves, such that the density of curves per cell is fully accounted for, is an
important step. My recommendation is to use the relative frequency of hazard curves
(that is, not identically zero hazard curves) in each magnitude,distance bin to weigh the
medians when combining them. I do not claim that this factor has more than practical or
common-sense basis; it may require some theoretical support.

It would be instructive to continue this kind of analysis but to consider PA=0.5 sources
that are much closer to the site (in the Grand Gulf case, this would be a hypothetical
source; in the North Anna case, it might be the Zone of River Anomalies).

A more careful effort of combining SRSZ with compatible/incompatible Mmax branches
might produce the sensitivity to this detail of the analysis that I sought but failed to find
in the effort discussed above.

We can safely expect that sources inferred from paleoseismic evidence will continue to
be introduced into the CEUS 'seismic hazard model, and that the quality of the evidence
will likely continue to yield PA parameters on the order of 0.5. Thus, it seems sensible to
continue the effort to find rational ways to meld these data into the PSHA for CEUIS sites
in ways that do not automatically exclude these sources from design earthquake
parameter estimation. Suppose for example that a PSHA had to deal with a half -dozen
of these, at different distance ranges and with different magnitudes (i.e., different bins),
such that each magnitude is greater than most or all of the Mmax from EPRI/SOG
models. Whereas you might argue away one such source (heads or tails), you are
gambling with an increasingly slim chance that none of them is actually present. For
example, if 6 new sources are proposed, E[n]=3, where E is the expectation operator. In
the author's opinion, one should neither reject these data outright, nor give them a
particularly high weight when deaggregating for the design event or events. Perhaps
multiple events of the 0.5 PA variety need to be considered as I have considered one
such source in this SRSZ case study.

An absurd limiting case is when every source in the PSHA has a PA of 0.5. In this
instance the old way of doing things would produce nothing for the controlling
earthquake, but the new way of doing business produces a controlling earthquake that
should be similar to, if not identical to, the controlling earthquake that would result if
PA=1 .0 for each source. The ground-motion levels are lower in the PA=0.5 case, but the
controlling earthquake may be the same or similar. Thinking about this absurd limiting
case should help convince you that my proposal has some merit, and that something
needs to be done to revise the old way of computing controlling earthquake parameters
for seismic-resistant design.
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Computations

The source code "medhazY.v3.f" (v3 for version 3.0) was used to perform the
deaggregations in the independent analysis and the deaggregations of figure 2 above.
The code was revised to "medhazY.v4.f" for the deaggregations for figures 3 through 5.
The various analyses are reported in fairly lengthy computer printouts, which are
available on request. I have not been able to look at all of the detail in these files, for
example, I have not been able to spend time on the low-frequency or 1 and 2.5 Hz
combination. [Note added July 25, 2005: MedhazY.v4.f has been examined for accuracy
and has undergone QA investigation, like the previous version. This further effort was
done after this report was forwarded due to time constraints].

Many of the initial USGS source models had to be revised as well. For maximum-
magnitude modeling, I used the same code that Cramer and Frankel used to prepare
the original mmax arrays used in the USGS PSHA studies for North Anna, Clinton,
Grand Gulf, and the 29-site studies. This code is called ugrdmQ2gen.f." Software OA
has been performed on the PSHA codes we used in these analyses.

To include the SRSZ, I added the 12 branches of SRSZ source variability described
above to the first 100 Mcm.inV3" files and removed the "c" source. C= Cheraw fault which
is in Colorado and clearly doesn't influence hazard at Grand Gulf. M= Meers fault in SW
Oklahoma. Meers probably doesn't influence seismic hazard at Grand Gulf either, but is
included in the original USGS analysis and is retained here to maintain maximum
similarity with the original USGS analysis.

It would have been helpful to use the EPRI (2003) Gulf Coast attenuation models in this
analysis. USGS modeling does not normally recognize separate Gulf Coast attenuation,
compared to the rest of the CEUS. This feature could not be included in the short time
available to perform the above analysis.

Hazard contribution

The following is a summary of seismic hazard contributions to the ESP site from the
magnitude and distance bins corresponding to the SRSZ, based on the evaluation
discussed above.

Table of SRSZ relative contribution (units %) to Seismic Hazard at PE 105 at Grand
Gulf

M7.5+ bin? Period (s) M 6-6.5 M6.5-7 M7+ SA, cm/s2

no 0.04 0.03% 0.31 0.17 630.4
yes 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.11 630.4
No 0.10 0.08 3.86 0.60 460.4
Yes 0.10 0.06 5.01 0.82 460.4
No 0.20 1.94 9.09 3.34 351.6
Yes 0.20 0.2 6.36 2.57 351.6
No 0.40 0.98 5.43 3.44 274.6
Yes 0.40 0.17 2.86 3.40 274.6
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No 1.0 0 0 2.53 214.7
Yes 1.0 0 0 1.37 214.7
No 0.1&0.2 1.17 6.91 2.20 406.

combined _

Yes 0.1&0.2 1.0 5.66 1.67 406
combined

No 0.4&1.0 0.9 5.0 3.37 245
combined l

0.4&1.0 0.11 2.0 2.79 245.
Yes combined


